During normal DARHT II I operation , the beam exiting the accelerator will he wcll characterized by its nominal de sign parameters of 20-MeV, 2000-Amperes, 2-psee pulse length , and 3 em-1m llllnornlaiized emitlance.
THE UEAMLINE
The beamline system co nsi sts of four operationally distinct beam lines: I) the Bilge beamline, 2) the main dump beamline, 3) the diagnostic heal11linc, ami 4) the target beamline. These lines share some components and floor space within the DARHT huilding. The heamline considered here extends from the exit of the accelcrator , SOlllC 12 metcrs beforc the beginning of the shielding wall. Depending on the magnet settings, the heam from the accelerator is transported to the "Enge clump," a "tuning dump," kicked into a "diagnostic line," or kicked into the "transport line" with eventual delivery to the x ray converter target outside the shiel ding wall. The two dump beamlines and diagnostic bcamline arc constrained to lie within thc DARHT shielding wall. The be amlin e to the converter target penetrates the shielding wall and extends some 5.9 meters from the exit of that wall to the converter target. When ready to produce a radiograph we usc the 2�way kicker Lo cancel the DC rield or the kicker bias dipole allowing a scction of the beam to pass undefleeted into the target beamline. We repeat this up to four times during the 2-�lsec-beaTll duration, producing up
to four beam pulses separated by 600 ns. The x-rays are produced when the electrons arc tightl y focused by the final focusing lens to the earrect position on a Bremsstrahlung target.
2.TH]�REAM
The beam delivered hy the DARI-IT accelerator consists 
THE TUNING DUMP BEAMLINE
The tuning dump beamline also handles the entire 80 
THE DIAGNOSTIC BEAMLINE
The diagnostic beamlim: handles up to 4 KiloJoule of thermal energy. This heHmline co nsists of a magnetic spectrometer with beller than a 1/4 perc ent momentum resolution, and an emittance measuri ng diagnostic. After accurate determination of the beam parameters, the target beamline magnets arc set and the diagnostic beam line turned off. The beam can then be kicked into the line for delivery to the x-ray target.
THE TARGET BEAMLINE
Beam sections arc kicked into the straight-ahead heamline thrOllgh the center of the quadrupole septum. Three additional quadrupoles re-estahlish a round beam matched to solenoid transport. This beam passes through a 4 dipole chicane with maximum offset of 7 cm to prevent target ejecta from coming hack into the accelerator. The final fOCllS lellS is an I!I kG pulsed sulenoid with a 10 Ilsec flat top to reduce power consumption. The heam final focus on the targel is 0.1 meters heyond the exit of that lens.
The beam must he focused to smaller than 1.3 111m FWHM time integrated.
TARGET IMAGE SIZE SI�NSITIVITY
We have investigated the sensitivity of the filial spot to variations in initial beam parameters. Momentum (Me V Ie)
Emittance (cJll Mmrad)
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Radius at accelerator exit (cm)
In this s pirit, we allempt to accDlnmoclale beams with cmittance lin order of magnitude ahove the design value, with energy that is "unknown." This is necessary so that during tunc-up and debugging periods of operation, the machine clln he adjusted without having the beam bl asting holes througll the vaeUllln wall. l'igures 2, 3, and [J] "The Mechanical Design for the Second Axis Benm
Transport Line for the DARHT Pacility," L. Rilcrtolini, ct aI, to be published in the proceedings of this conference Pch. 1975 , LBL-2697 . Modified at LLNL for XII Graphics and DARHT application.
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